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TIME
Learning takes time. Learning about computers takes a lot of time.
Theoretical solutions must be laboriously keyed in, debugged, amended.
So often readers say "I just don't have the time ..• ". There are no
short cuts, no easy way; of learning how to make
best use of your
computer. This is particularly true of the PC 1500, for which so little
softwaJf: exists. The younger generation, who are taugl:t the "new mathematics"
right from the earliest leve l, find computing easy. Others find
the necessary concepts harder to acquire: and as one grows up one finds
other demands on one's time, such as eating, sleeping, watching television,
and putting new washers on taps. Make time for your computer if you can.
Time spent working with it is a good inve stment.
***:t' *

On page 84 we print an interesting letter from a reader who has just
returned from the Far east. Important conclusions may be deduced from i t.
It would seem that, despite the introduction of new rrodels, SHARP are
not in fact abandoning interest in the PC 1500 (as many of us have feared) .
one may reasonably expect it to remain current for some years to come.
The causes of its comparative lack of popularity in this country
must lie partly in the availablity and popularity of many machtnes
with big-screen access, and partly in SHARP (U.K.)'s complacently
inadequate marketing and support.

*****
I was disgusted to receive, with an application from a prospective
t11e heading torn from tile cover of t:!ie AUGUS1' issue.
The newsletter is designed so that it may be assembled in a binder for
reference. Much of the contents (depending on individual needs) will
be more useful for reference, or for future use, than for immediate
execution. To this end, an index will be published with the last issue
of each volume. If you do not bother to preserve each issue of the
ne wsletter as it appears, you are wasting your money and my tin><;.
subS<-"L·ibo:i·,
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LETTER

Dear Hr. Cohen,

TO THE

I•m just back from a week in T okyo
and Ho n g Ko n g , where there were many new
PC 1500-related goodies on di splay. The
CE 157 i s one acce s sory that won•t g o on
sale in the U.K. - it's a 4k RAM (I suspe ct
i t must be really a ROM!) that plugs into .
the memo r y extension bay and converts ~he
machine to display the Japanese characters
that are printed adjacent to the English
letter keys on Japanese versions of the
PC 1500.
Just out is the CE 16 1. This is
described as a 16k "Program module". In
fact it is a nonvolatile 16k memory
expansion .
It sold for abo ut £150 in
Tokyo, £100 in Hong Ko ng.
(In the U.K .
we seem to get Tokyo pri ces!)
Incidentally,
page 95 in the Sharp Technical Manual
me ntions the CE 160, as you 've pro babl y
a~ready noticed.
This is c learly intended
to be yet another RAM extension, but it
doesn ' t e x ist in Japan - I suspect the
CE 161 may be the physical realizat ion of
the originally planned CE 160.
The other interesting machine I saw
on display was the PC 150 1. This is

EDITOR

identical to t he PC 1500 but i t has 8.Sk
user RAM wi red in instead o f the J . 5k of
the PC 1 500. It accepts all the PC 1500
P. r pansi.on morl111P.s , so i t mug t b e capable
of l egitimate (i .e. ''Sharp approved'')
expansion to 24.Sk RAM wi th the CE 16 1.
The '' sys tem bri efcase '' was often on
display in department stores .
I t is very
large , because i t ' s design ed to carry ~
CE 15J laid flat a longside the.PC 1500/
CE 150 combination. At a price in the
region of £60 I can understand the decision
of Sharp U. K. (taken some time ago, according to one of their reps) no t to market the
briefcas e i n En~land aft.er all .
It was a pleasure to see our computer
and its acceg sories so wide ly displayed .
in shops and department stores throughout
Tokyo.
In Bri tain it seems to be a v ery
rare s~ght . There's no shortage of compe titio<fX:'i..,,NEC h a ve a

good-l.ooking pocket

micro and an e xc ellent miniatu re (portable)
dedicated word-processor .
I saw at least
2 other new models of ''briefcase" computer ,
thou gh none had prin ters to compare with
the CE 1 50 .
Two Japane se peculiarities in the
microelectronic s scene: calcu lators from
Canon with vertical LCD panels to di~play
exclu sively Japanese script, a nd a calculator/abacus combined unit from Sharp !
15oo t

Keep up t he good work with Status
Youy__,si nce,rc.l_y,

. . (t""""<>- L.. '~lrtL,
~' ran k

Odds
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S.tGNALS
FRANCIS AKINWUNMI has been trying to obtain TANDY's Service Manua l , so far
· · .withoat · success.
XJ1is manual is not normally available ·to the public. If you write to:'I'ANDY CORPORATION.(UK) I I NATIONAL PARTS I I BILSTON ROAD 11 WEDNESBURY I I
WEIST HIDLAliDS ' / / · WSlO 7JN

the y may per.haps be able to help you.

J.K.GAUTON has acquired the DBASE database program . He wonders 'l'lhy it should
not be executed by a DEF •instruction rather than the suggested GOTO l.
The only effective difference is that GOTO clears the display, whereas
DEF · does r.ot •. See page 132 of SHJIRP'.s Instruction Manual for the
different effects of various methods of initiating execution. However
it is possible that even the addition of the label for DEF initiation
may eat· into the space required for DIMensioned variables. You should
check carefully before altering the program, even as slightly ·as this.

L.R.BIRD of AZTEC INTERNATIONAL writes from Thailand to say that he has
developed an BK program concerned with drilling engineering, covering
Well Cementing, Bit Hydraulics, and Kick Control, which he would be
willing to make available to other readers involved with this limited
fie 1d · Thank you!
JOHN MACK suggests I should reconsider my policy of not printing programs
which are only of use to one or two specialists, on the grounds that
the programming te chniques used may be of general interest.
No.

Several readers have expressed interest in S IMON COX's 96K extension.
rt,·is ..,nbt'.".the· pnlicy of t-.his newsletter to publish ,,the names and addresses
of subscribers. If any of you wish to communicate with other readers,
all you have to do is to write to the Editor, enclosi ng a letter to
the subscriber in question, together with an adequately stamped envelope,
which will be addressed and forwarded. If this is too much trouble,
you can hardly expect the subscriber (or myself) to take the trouble
to r e ply to you.
~.ALLEN;

who is new to computing,enquires whether there is a simp1e way
of using "whichever i s the greater" of two variables without a lot of
IF statements .
. (A*(A)B)+B*(B)=A))

IAN TRAYNOR would like to know the location of the GOSUB stack, in connection
with a program he is writing, which will make use of nove l techniques.
The GOSUB pointer is situated at &7891, and the stack, which .is also
used for FOR-NEXT loops, etc., extends from &7638 to &7AFF. We have
been somewhat dilatory in printing derails of the convoluted Memory
Map, and will try to rectify this in forthcoming issues.

JOHN BLAND has been investigating the possibility of speeding up' the CSAVE
and CLOAD facilities. The TECHNICAL REFERENCE MANUAL states that this
is possible, and give~ much necessary information - but, of course, does
not actually say how to do it. He has found that developing a program
for the · purpose i s by no means as simple

a~

the manual would suggest.

Has any other reader been working on this problem?
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PEEK, POKE & HEHORY - IX
If you and I had been born with 8 fingers on each hand, how much simpler
computing would be! But we are biologically condemned to find a decimal
system natural, and hex unnatural. One may calculate in hex - with effort but it is decimal in which one thinks. BASIC is partly to blame, since it
relates to ordinary language. I sometimes think that computing would be
easier in the long run, if high level languages had never been invented,
and we had been forced to learn computing the hard way. Similarly, if hex
consisted entirely of alphabetic symbols, instead of a mixture of such
symbols and ordinary numbers, it might be less confusing. It is hard wo rk
learning something totally new, but if instead one merely extends what one
knows already, one tends whenever possible to revert to the familiar. Thus
getting newhere.
The snootier experts treat hex as familiar. Distasteful as it is to laymen
like ourselves, it really is worthwhile coming to terms with it. For Instance,
take all this 256ary. In hex it becomes natural. Take a line number such
as 1000. This, as we know, is held in 256ary in 2 bytes; showing up as
3 and 232.
In hex this would be &03, and &ES (and this is what the bytes
really contain: the decimal displayls a t ranslation).
Look again : &03, &ES • Put them together. &03E8 is simply decimal 1000
translated into heX:-No multiplication and division by 256. Just put
them together , or take them apart, as appropriate. This becomes particularly
important when dealing in machine code, since the X,Y, and U 16-bit registers
each divide into 2 parts,h·igher and lower, XH and XL, etc.
To . some extent it is, like so much else, a matter of practice. The more
you use hex, the less horr ible it will become.

NEW "INSTANT RESCUE"
A program which has been RESCUEd by the routine on page 56 can sometimes
give trouble after it has been edited, particularl y if the technique NEW STATUS 2 - NEW - NEW 0 - RESCUE - has been used,as detailed on page 66.
The routine below, which works on a somewhat different principle, avoids
these difficulties. It also takes care of the rare difficulty caused by
the first l ine of the subject program being an exact multiple of 256.
In this event the first 1 ine wi 11 be nulllbered as· 1, and may be renumbered
by hand.
a) G=STATUS 2-STATUS 1-(STATUS l=0)-189 [ENTER]
b) POKE G,72,PEEK 30821,74,197,73,0,&B5,0,68,7,&89,4,79,l

c) POKE G+l4,68,&B5,13,7,&99,6,68,&B5,255,7,&99,12
d) POKE G+26,&84,&AE,J20,103,4,&AE,120,104,&9A
e) CALL G (ENTER]

(ENTER]

(ENTER]

(ENTER]

Some readers may be interested to know how this routine works.
Line a) set!i location fo.r. in/c routine. O.n· NEW the lst byte of program area
was fi l led with 255: so 0 is placed in this byte, by line b), which
also checks that the 2nd byte is not 0, (which it would be if lst line
number was originally an exact multiple of 256). If both bytes are.now 0,
1 is placed in the 2nd byte, since a line number o. will not RUN.
Line cl checks through addresses for the occurrence of 13 and 255 in
successive bytes. 13 is End-of -Line marker, and 255 is End-of-Program
marker. All programs terminate thus, au tomaticaJJY-:- Lined) takes the
address where this occurs, and places its major and minor parts into
the End-of-Program system pointers, i n addresses 30823 and 30824.
RESCUE is executed ·by line e), and the lost program is fully rehabilitated.
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REHUHBER - (2)
This program is for the purpose of RENUHBBRi.n g ~t of a subject program.
Care must be taken NOT to allocate new numbers which may be identical
with numbers already existing. If in doubt , re11umber the latt:er first .
MERGE it with the s ubject program, and exec ute by ·DEF B. As usual, this
label must be changed, i f it exists in the subject program.
RENUMBER (2 ) prints out a list of old and n~ .·E.fa&
is not required, alter LPRINT to REH
in line 60215.

60100:"B"CLEAR:
WAIT 0
60110:1NPUT ''lst
ine= 11 ;A
60120:JNPUT ''new n
umber:''; B
60 130:JNPUT ''step=

60220 : E=E+C
60230: GOSUB 60500:
GOTO 60160
60500 : P=P+3+PEEK (
P+ 2 >:RETURN
60700:M$=''N'' :J NPUT
"more?(Y/N)"
jM$:JF M$="Y
"GOTO 60100
60710 : F=STATUS 2-3

.. ; c

60140 : 1NPUT ''las t
I i ne='';D
60150 : S:STATUS 2STATUS 1 :P=S
:E=B
60160:N=256*PEEK P
+PEEK (P+l):
PRINT N
60170:1f N<AGOTO 6
0230
60180:IF N>DGOTO 6
0700
60200:Q=INT (E/256
>: R=E- 256*Q
POKE P,

6~ :n~:

Q,

numbers. If this,

94

60720 : G=I NT (f/256
>: H=F-2.S6*G
60730:POKE 30825,
PEEK 30821,
PEEK 30822
60740:POKE 30823,G
'H

60750:BEEP S:END
STATUS l

R

394

6021S:LPR1NT N;E
Next Month: RESTRUCTURE! - a program which will renumber a block, and
rearr ange the program accordingly.

DATA
DATA statements _ar.e not quite so i nflexible as one would think . The
RESTORE (line no . ) facility can be manipulated to advantage. First you
could do a dull1lly READ of al l the DATA statements, since you cannot
initially RESTORE them until you have READ them a l l. Jus t READ them a l l ,
without doing a nything with what you have READ. The n RESTO RE N,where N is
a va ri able su bject to the worki ngs of your program. You do have to work out
with care exactly what you want to do: but the ab ility to GOTO X (a va r iable)
is a valuable one which should be in everyone 's vocabulary.
You may not realise that a DATA statement can itself be a va r iable, nume ric
o r string, or even an expression. e.g.
•
100 : DATA 25,37,X,ll.$, "HELP", 21*57, LEFT$ (Q$,3)

and so on

Wha t is more, the value of a var iable in a DATA statemen t can be varied
du ring. the runni ng of the program . Try this experiment:
10: FOR F=l TO 6 :READ A: PAUSE A: NEXT F: END
20: DATA 10,20,F,40,50,lOO*F

Also try this:
l:
2:
3:
10:
20:

DATA "FIRST "
DATA "MIDDLE "
DATA" LJ\St' "
FOR F=l f'O 3:READ A$:LPRINT A$;:NEXT F:LPRINT
FOR G=3 f'O 1 STEP- l:RESTORE G:READ A$:LPRINT A$;:NEXT G
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INSTANT SUPERSALVAGE
(operating time: 3 seconds)

FROM THE KEYBOARD:

l) K=STATUS 2-STATUS 1-1-(STATUS 1=0) (ENTER]
2) G=K-132 (ENTER]
3) POKE G,68,&FD,&5A,68,68,5,&FD,&CA,&B5,J3 ,7,&9B,l3,&FD,24,&FB,&9A (ENTER]
4) CALL G,K.:~ (EN.'fER]
5) POKE. 'K,255

(ENTER]

6) POKE 30823,INT(K/256), K-256*INT(K/256) (ENTER]
7) POKE STATUS 2-STATUS l,0 (ENTER]
NOTES:

\

a) The illogical mixture of hex and decimal is t o save space.
b) INSTANT SUPERSALVAGE will not work on a "protected" program.
c) It could possibly fail as a result of coincidences as explained
in ADDRESS FINDER (page 77)
d) It will only work on programs which are "normally" placed

in

the program area.
e ) It u.ay be used to r estore programs which have failed to CLOAD
as a result o f ERROR 44 or 43, up to the point of interuption.
It u.ay al so be used to r ehabilitate a program which has gone to
pieces at the end, as a result of adventures with the system pointers.
f) The routine may also be used to DELETE a HERGEd program.

MINDBOGGLE CORNER
Thi s months problem is not an easy one. It is to translate into useful,
mean ing fu l English the followin g 3 extracts from SHARP's TECllNICA,L REFERENCE
MANUAL. Clos ing date October 21st. Usual splendid prize. Entries will be
judge d on the basis of clarity, acc uracy, and helpfulness .
a) "It is possible to comprise a memor y back-up system using this BF flipflop."
b) "If there have been the expr ession-3 during data save , program execution
will automatically take place from the address r epresented by the
expression- 3 upon completion of program load. However , automatic
execution will not take place if the expression is given . "
c) (Creation of Header - Entry Pr eparation]
"Use another code to avoid confus i on, as the file mode for other
than PC 1500 is used ."

* * "
So lu tion to the SEPTEMBER competit ion. ANGUS CRAWFORD and MIKE SMITH both
got ve ry near the answer, by changing the value of F or R in line 45.
Fa-rff.*COS(X+PJ produced a s imil ar , but not an identical distortion.
The corre ct amendment was the add i tion of~ in line 50:
50: LINE (D,EJ-(g,GJ-(11, I) -(D, E)

The inevi table winner is: **JOHN MACK **
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EASICASH

Software Review

Undoubtedly a bestseller, this new program
in the "EASI---" series
is perhaps the most useful yet. It is designed as a complete book-keeping
program for a small business, or for domestic use. It works on the
"doub 1e-ent ry" and ana 1ysr·s sys tern.
If the thought of double-entry book-keeping is frightening, do not be
daunted! The manual, as usual a model of clarity and simplicity, not only
tells all you need to know about the program, but explains the mysteries
of the book-keeping process in such a way as to remove previous terrors.
I have of course adopted it in place of my own primitive accounting system
for the newsletter, and now have available at a glance much information
which previously required diligent searches.
The cassette contains 2 programs; the 1st for setting up an account-book
accord i ng to yo ur own specific requirements, the 2nd for running it.
Transactions may be printed out in full, or in summary,.The full print-out
is arranged i n such a way as to make it possible to paste up the strips
into a conventional analysis account book. 2 colours are used, black and red,
for credits and debits respectively. It is not necessary to have any
previous acquaintance with accounting methods, since the manual tells
you al l you need to know.
Book-keeping is of course a continuous process. Details of transactions
entered may be cleared, to create space for further ones. Depending on
the complexity of analysis required, about 70 to 100 transactions, on
average, may be entered before clearing: however, as well as the printouts,
data entered may be saved to tape: and all balances are carried forward
despite the clearance of details of transactions.
There i,:; on 1y 1 main and. 1 secondary menu, ma k ing for ease and speed of working.
Ho~1eve r ful 1 printout is natural ly slow: as is loading data: t his applies
of course to all PC1500 programs, and is a totally unnecessary fault in
the machine. Unless you keep the program permanently in the computer, you
would need some patience when load ing both program and data; no doubt
merety ; to note transactiors in rough, and have a weekly or monthly book-keeping
session is the answer. This is probably how most people work, anyway.
While '·'setting-up an account book" is as flexible as you could wish ,and must <
a.lways ·be : exetuted first, the program itse l f contains extremely sophisticated
coding. It is educational to see what can be done with the appa rently
limited BASIC provided by the PC 1500. On the other hand, it does mean that
it is extremely inadvisable to tamper with the programming in order to
provide facilities for unusual requirements.
Being lazy, I would have liked to see a f a cility which could automatical ly
t ransfer any payments-in from 'cash account' to 'bank account', 1i1nstead of
having to physically enter the transaction twice. But of course the more
faci 1 ities, the less space for transactions to be recorded; and the program
strikes a balance between the two needs in a manner of which no one could
reasonably complain.
An admirable

facility is the way in which the calendar in the PC 1500
enters the correct date: e11en·· this inai~ be circumvented if
you are working on a backlog of entries from earlier dates. If EAS.ICASH
had been available when the newsletter started, I would have been saved a
great deal of trouble.

automaticall!J

EASICASH has been ·aeveloped by IAN TRAYl/OR, a nd i s obta i nabl e from
ELK11N ELECTRONICS, at .£19.95
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· sc~EEN

INYE~SION

by

J.08.N. l" • KERR

One obvious effect which is possible with the LCD display is •screen
inversion• - changing the display to white- on-black. You may have tried
the GPRINT/POINT method illustrated in the manual,
1~: WAIT ~: PRINT 11 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ": CURSOR ji
2~: FOR N=~ TO 1S5: GPRINT 127-POINT N;: NEXT N
3~: WAIT: PRINT

This takes about six seconds, making it a suitable case for ~achine-code
treatment; in fact the machine-code version will be well over a thousand
times faster.
You can think of the display as an area of me111Dry. A location in
this area will contain an eight-bit binary number, for exampl e 1 10010101•.
The '1 1 s in this code correspond to display dots which are suitched on,
while the 1 0 1 s similarly stand for blank dots. So the problem is simply
to 'flip• all of these 1s and Os; starting from 1 10010101•, ue should end
up with 1 01101010 1 • If this is done for ~very location in the display
area of memory, then the whole screen will be inverted.
The microprocessor does most of its data processing in the internal
register 'A', which is just big enough .to hold a single ··PEEK' value, or
eight binary bits ( 1 s and Os). So the "first step is to get the v~lue from
the LCD location into register A. Suppose that the address of this LCD
location is held in the U register, ignoring for the moment the problem of
how it got there. Then register U is said to •point• to the required
location, and since the 16-bit registers (X, Y and U) are often used in
this way, they are sometimes called •pointer registers•. The instruction
LOA (U)

(load A with contents

of address held in U]

(r.ead: ' 11 load A, address in U") instructs the processor to copy a value from
meliic:it)' into register A; the particular memory location required is 'pointed
to• by the U rcgictcr, which containc itc addrcoa.

Next, we have to invert (or •complement•) the value which has been
fetched. The simplest way to do this is to use the exclusive-OR function.
This is an operation similar to addition & subtraction; it works on two
input values to produce a result. In binary, its
10100011 ) inputs
action
is to produce an output of 1 0 1 where the
exor 01110010
tuo inputs are the same, and •1 1 when.they differ
11010001 = result
(i.e., when either of the inputs is 1 1 1 , but not
both; this is the meaning of •exclusive-OR•). This test is performed on ~
all eight bits individually. So in the example shown, look first at the
right-hand column. Here the inputs are different, so the corresponding
result bit is 1 1•;·in the next column along, the inputs agree (both '1 1 )
so the result has 1 0' in this column; and so on,
Suppose now that one of the inputs is all ones; '111111 11' binary, or
&FF (hexadecimal), or 255 (decimal), As the second example shows, the
result in this case is just the inversion, or
10010101 . .
complement,
of the other input, This is Yhat we
exor 11111111 ) inputs
wanted, for starting with the value •100101011
01101010
result
for one of the inputs, we have result 1 01101010 1 •
So to invert the value held in register A, we ' can use the single assembly
language instruction,

=

EAI &FF
(re~d "exclusive-OR the value in register A, with iA'llllediate data ff hexadecimal"), The phrase •immediate data• meens that the required data (&FF)
1 follcYs immediately' in the instruction; so it doesn't have to be fetched,
for example, from some other memory area.
[continued •..••...
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Now the inversion is accomplished• and it only remains to store the
result in the ~emory location from which the initial value was read. This
location is still indicated by the address in register u. so the instruction
STA (U)
("store A, address in U") will, do that.
This sequence of three instructions, 'LOA (u); EAI &ff; STA (U)'.•
will correctly invert a small group of display dots; those in a particular
location whose address is in the U register. If U can be made to point to
each of the LCD locations sequentially. than our work is done. But there
is a snag. The display memory consists of tuo disjoint sections. between
which are found the display annunciat ors (ue certainly don•t want to invert
those), as well as the fixed string storage areas for E% through 0%. So a
simple loop, as used in the original Basic program, will not suffice.
The LCD locations are at addresses &76~~ - &7640 and &77~~ - &7740.
Suppose that U contains the address of a location in .the first of these
areas; &76xx, say. Recall that register U consists of a high-order part
'UH', holding the &76, and a lou-order part 'UL', holding &xx. If UH is
increased by one, using the assembly language instruction 1 INC UH', then
its 'value will be &77, and the COlllplete U register uill contain
LOA (U)
&77xx - uhich is also an LCD address, but :in the second area,
EAI &FF
Now ue can use our sequence of three instructions again, to
STA ( U)
invert this new location, finally restoring the pointer to the
INC UH
first LCD area by means of a DEC UH instruction. The new
LOA (U)
instruction sequence is shown on the left, This uill invert the
EA! &FF.
location which U points to, in the first LCD area, and also the
STA (U)
corresponding location in the second, area . Itis enough nol.' to
DEC UH
let U .point to all the area 1 locations in turn; area 2 will
take care of itself! This ·trick will be useful in any routine to ma nipulate
the LCD display at the dot level .
So r"'gist .. r U has to take values &76}.'fj.'f through &7640; ).n ot he r 1,1ords ,
UH=&76, and UL takes values &~~ to &40. ·It so happens that UL is the best
choice for a loop counter, because t here is a special inst ruction LOP UL,i
known as a 'loop primitive• {that just means a useful building block for
loops). It is placed at the end of a series of instructions which are to
be repeated a certain number of times.' Uhen the microprocessor encounters
this instruction, it subtracts one from UL; then, if UL was not zero before
the subtraction, it moves back to the start of the loop, so that the loop
sequence is repeated; otherwise it j ust continues ui th the nex't instructi.pn
after LOP UL,i. This faci~ity was the reason underlying the original
choice of U as pointer; in all other respects, X or Y uould have done as
well.
Here's the complete program with hex opcodes.
66 76
LOI UH,&76
The value of 'i' in the LOP UL,i instruction is
6A 40
LOI UL:..z..&40
&jl(, or 14 decimal, since that's the number of
25
LOA (UJ
•bytes• (tuo-digit hex codes) betueen the first
EAI &FF
BO FF
LOA (U) instruct.ion and t he LOP ins t ruction itself,
STA (U)
2e:
including both of these. This is the loop section,
INC UH
FD 6%
25
LOA (U)
The first two LOI {"load immediate") instructEA! &FF
BO FF
ions set up the initial address, &76~0, in the U
2E
STA (U)
register. The LOP instruction ensures that all
FD 62
OCC UH
LCD locations in the range &7640 down to &76%% are
LOP UL_._&E
88 flE
processed, while the INC UH and DEC UH take care
9A
RTN
of the range &7740 doun to &77%~.
As usual. the opcodes have to be POKEd into a free area of RAM (any
area uill do); for example, to use the fixed memory areas for At and at,
POKE the nineteen hex codes in sequence starting at &78C~. Then if you
CALL &?BC~ from Basic the LCD screen will be inverted.
{demonstrati on program overleaf
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by Chris North

INTERf'ACE - 2

Serial <RS-232C) Interface (cont.)
MOJEMS:
Host users are I ikely to use Date I 200 compatible 300 bps modems of
two possible types: acous t ic coup led or hard-wired. Examples of these are the
Anderson Jacobson and British Te lecom Modem 13A, respectively. These modems
are undemandino , usually needing only pins 2 , 3 and 7, while providing CX:O when
on-I ine . Host {but not the BT 13A) also prov ide CTS &DSR. Many 1200 bps
modems are similar {and the PC- 1500 wi I I work quite happily at this speed) but
faster or more complex modems wi l l present special problems. Preste l modems
wil I not work as they use two different data transmiss ion rates for TD and RD
{75/1200 bps> .
Para llel {Centroni cs ) Interface
I dont pretend to understand the theory of para l l el interfaces, however , by
fo l lowi ng my own adv ice of keeping the connections to a minimum I have had
successful results with a cabl e connected as follows :
CE-158 DESCRIPTIOO PRINTER
Pin l Strobe
Pin l
2 Bit 0
2
3 Bit 1
3
4 Bit 2
4
5 Bit 3
5
6 Bit 4
6
7 Bit 5
7
8 Bit 6
8
9 Bit 7
9

CE-158
<nc >
10
<nc>
<nc>
11

14
<nc>
<nc>
<nc >

OCSCRIPTIOO PRINTER
Acknowledge
10
Busy
11
Paper Out
12
Select
13
In it
<nc>
Ov
14
+5v
18
Input Prime
31
Fault
32

The BASIC commands required to drive the interface are OPN<LPRT> : C().IOOLE O,O, 1 : FEED n : LPRINT A$

My CE-158 works qu ite successfully with GE Terminet 2030 and 2120 serial
printers, Terminet 3304 , which has both seri al and paral let interfaces;
Televideo 950 CRT ; via BT 13A modem, Anderson Jacobson 300 bps and 1200 bps
acoustic couplers into a t ime-shar ing service where the PC-1500 makes a neat
terminal for electronic mai I ; and acting as a host computer to an IBM PC ,.
running a terminal emulator prog ram.
This text was prepared and printed using SlJ>ERTEXT!, wi th a small change
to remove ASCII characters 123 & 125 wh ich are printable on the pr i nte r
used <GE Tenninet 3304, para llel i/f).

SCREEN INVERSION '- Demonstration Program
1:
2:
3:
4:

POKE
POKE
WAIT
CALL

&78C0 , &68,&76,&6A,&4D,&25,&BD,&FF,&2E,&FD,&60
&78CA,&25,&BD,&FF,&2E,&FD,&62,&88,&0E,&9A
0: PRI//T "ABCDEFGllIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX YZ"
&78CO: BEEP ~,10,l E3: GOTO 20

FOOT NOTE

The cat next door e nters through my window and walks across my
computer, treading delicately . I have deterred it by amending the
WEIRD NOISES program (page 59 ) so that they are set going at the
touch of a s ingle key . successfully. The cat no longer walks across
the computer. It sits on it .
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****

MARKET INFORMATirn

The CE 161 merrory extension is advertised in USA at the attractive
price of $139.00. To this must be added Postage. There will probably
also be a liability to Custcms Duty and VAT. Write to:or

ru!PUIER MAIL ORDER EAST
Dept.901
477 E.3RD STREET

ro.1PUI'ER MAIL ORDER WEST
Dept. 901
ro &>x 6689

STATELINE

WIU.I~

PA 17701

NV 89449

**

STA'ItJS SOFIWARE **

SUPERI'EXT'. has been avai lable to subscribers to this newsletter
at the 'Special Offer' price of £7.95, including postage and packing
within UK.

This offer is now ElIT.EM>ED INDEFINITELY.

See review on page 58 of STA'ItJS 1500.

Write to:
STA'ItJS SOFTWARE, 62 BLENHEIM CRESCENI',

*

TANDY

I..al[X)N

IV. 11

*

TANDY now have available their DMP 200 Daisywheel Printer
at £599 . including VAT. Write to TANDY CEl\"I'REFOINT ro.!PUI'ER CENTRE

for further infonnation .
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